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in point of time and necessity, secondary to the establishment of
sound national economy. I favour as a practical policy the putting
of first things first.' Thus he foreshadowed the isolationist trend of
policy that perturbed the World at the London Economic Conference
three months later, and again when the gold-buying policy was
adopted in the following October.
Considering its magnitude, the American banking crisis caused
surprisingly little dislocation in the financial markets of the world.
Foreign exchange dealings were suspended on the 4th March in
London and the other international bourses, but even on Monday
the 6th it was possible to reopen dealings in all currencies but United
States dollars. International securities were marked down, and the
possibility that the United States might abandon the gold standard
was regarded as a bear point for gold-mining shares. In spite of the
closeness of their connexion with United States markets, the Canadian
banks were unshaken by the crisis—indeed, their position had been
rendered even more liquid than before by the influx of American
funds during the panic period.
The President acted swiftly. Immediately after the inaugural
ceremonies he proceeded to summon Congress for a special session
on Thursday, the 9th March. Late on Sunday, after consultation with
bankers, business men and Congressional leaders, he issued a proclama-
tion establishing a four days' bank holiday throughout the United
States. During the holiday no bank might 'pay out, export, oar-
mark, or permit withdrawal or transfer in any manner or by any
device whatsoever, of any gold or silver coin or bullion or currency
or take any other action which might facilitate the hoarding thereof.
Nor might it transact any banking business whatsoever, save with
the permission of the Secretary of the Treasury. Tho latter was
empowered to make arrangements for the issue of clearing house
certificates, and to authorize the opening of special trust accounts
subject to withdrawal on demand without restriction. By a further
proclamation on the 9th March, the bank holiday was* continued on
the same terms for an indefinite period.
The Secretary of the Treasury, in execution of the authority thus
given him, issued a series of regulations progressively relaxing the
ban on banking business. On the very first day of the*national bank
holiday, he authorized banks to make change, to allow customers
access to safe deposits, to cash cheques drawn on the Treasurer of the
United States, to accept payments in cash or other acceptable form;
to handle drafts, pay out cash, and perform any other banking func-
tions essential to the transportation or delivery of food or food pro-

